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Weather Tune For iPad - Version 2.0 Storms into the App Store
Published on 04/23/13
UK based app developer Rory Buckley today announces Weather Tune 2.0, an update to his
popular weather app for iPad. Weather Tune acts as a powerful data driven weather
resource, using the iPad's location abilities to access and display accurate weather
statistics within the app's virtual radio themed interface. Version 2.0 introduces an
improved weather display, NOAA Weather Radio Streams, a new weather satellite/radar map of
the users current location, and much more.
Devon, United Kingdom - App developer Rory Buckley today is thrilled to announce the
release of a major update to the Weather Tune app. Version 2.0 includes a variety of
upgrades and improvements, building off the successful and alternative theme from the
previous version.
Being a weather enthusiast, Rory Buckley's vision for Weather Tune has always been to
produce a perfect balance of audio and visual weather data within the app. This is
immediately reflected in version 2.0, with the addition of 100 NOAA Weather radio streams
covering many US based locations. On the visual side, the update brings some interesting
additions and improvements, starting with a whole new refreshed weather display for your
current weather conditions. There is also a detailed forecast feature for the next day,
but the most noticeable addition has to be the satellite radar option that cleverly shows
you an up-to-date satellite map image of based on your current location, detailing
realtime cloud cover and rainfall within your area.
Rather than your general app update, version 2.0 of Weather Tune is more of an 'upgrade'.
The app has become more weather intelligent, feeding off more detailed weather data from
trusted sources. The radio side of the app now has much more significance with the
addition of NOAA radio streams. Rory Buckley values feedback from his app users, he
gratefully considers any suggestions that he receives and combines them with his own
creativity to produce something unique. He still has many more exciting future plans for
Weather Tune and has huge motivation in taking the weather app to levels beyond anything
that have yet to been seen.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 15.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Weather Tune 2.0 is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Weather category.
Weather Tune 2.0:
http://ipadweatherapp.tumblr.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/weather-tune/id594163318
YouTube Video (Demo):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jG7OKUtdZ8
Screenshot 1:
http://a271.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/086/Purple/v4/d0/6b/56/d06b5628-5e35-3381-6984-9d4
4b0c4b6cf/mzl.gxltxbkp.480x480-75.jpg
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Screenshot 2:
http://a1778.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/099/Purple/v4/d8/3e/5e/d83e5e6a-4ffa-f0b1-2caac63d1d625326/mzl.xrvspxqq.480x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 3:
http://a378.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/088/Purple/v4/f9/e9/45/f9e94511-fcde-13a7-6405-68c1
7f0c1377/mzl.gkpjuyvo.480x480-75.jpg

Rory Buckley is an app user and blogger turned app developer. He understands what it takes
to make a great app and is driven by his passion to create quality, unique products.
Copyright (C) 2013 Rory Buckley. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod
and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Rory Buckley
Owner and Developer
rory40@btopenworld.com
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